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Scenario for the walk 
 
Introduction 
We are going to meet Aronia m. Babe plants at the  
Who Am I what is walk about (protocolistix) 
When: April 2016 
Why 
How: the protocol 
We stand still at five locations that are part of the future shape for the old new name. 
I mention geodata, observation based evolution, Might read an excerpt of some writing; and will 
invite you to enact the GoldSilverAronia Babe Ratio-based Measuring of full roundness. 
 
 
 
PLANT 16  
Location – Lat: 60.187183      Long 
24.830311       H: 15.283264 
East vtt (0pposite) 
Evolution 
May 2016: Bug detection whilst explant 
harvesting 
June 10, 2016: Spraying mäntysuopa 
Nov. X, 2017: some MF has cut the plant 
April 11, 2018: doing well after having been 
cut. Woehoew! Taking pictures again and 
again. Proud on Aronia Babe  
OBJECT 
- Aronia Vavilov and 
GoldSilverAronia Babe Ratio-based 
Measuring of full roundness 

 
PLANT 17  
Location – Lat.: 60.18733        Long 
24.830307       H: 12.934265  
You are Opposite Aalto entrance Otakaari 1 
Evolution - Removed in XX 2016 by Acre 
Green Services 
OBJECT-  
GoldSilverAronia Babe Ratio-based 
Measuring 
So we are now going to indicate ratio-wise 
the full grown state of this plant. 
We use special measuring tools, derived 
from golden silver ratio, and aronia ratio. 
// pick a person 

 
 

<ANDREW>	
Welcome	at	1HAMP:	1Ha	of	Aronia	melanocarpa	Power	Plantation	or	rather,	1BAMP	since	
some	time	ago	Aronia	m.	communicated	its	dissatisfaction	with	its	science	given	name.	
Therefore,	1	Ha	of	Baroa	Belaobara	plantation.	The	former	name	Aronia	melanocarpa’s	-now	
referring	to	no-thing,	is	re-thinged	within	the	next	years	with	a	new	shape	and	
metabolistics.	 

Aronia	melanocarpa	is	not	Aronia	melanocarpa,	but	Aronia	Mitchurin	since	Ivan	
Vladimirovich	Mitchurin	cross	bred	aronia	with	sorbus	aucuparia	or	Lingon	berry.	 

<BART>	
What	is	most	revealing	is	their	(the	tendentious	authors	of	Michurin’s	‘Works’)	failure	to	
discover	a	single	hostile	reference,	not	even	an	unfavorable	comment	on	the	 



article	in	which	Vavilov	gently	but	firmly	dismissed	Michurin’s	imagined	hybrids	of	melon	
and	squash	(1).	 

<ANDREW>	
It	is	worth	restating	what	in	hindsight	now	seems	obvious.	Vavilov	was	the	kind	of	scientist	
purist	who	always	tried	to	keep	his	mind	open.	The	scientist	who	is	so	certain	of	his	own	
position	can	easily	fail	to	see	the	larger	possibilities.	Perhaps	the	secretive	(...)	Michurin	was	
onto	something	that	the	geneticists,	in	their	headlon	pursuit	of	genetic	theory,	had	
overlooked.	Vavilov	would	start	a	lively	exchange	of	letters	and	plant	specimen	with	Micurin	
and	he	would	ask	the	Commissariat	of	Agriculture	to	celebrate	Michurin’s	45	years	as	
breeder	with	some	kind	of	official	recognition.	 

<BART>	
Michiurin	would	be	eternally	grateful:	not	only	was	he	comfortable,	he	could	spend	all	his	
time	in	the	orchard,	Michurin	would	tell	a	friend.	“Vavilov	is	an	outstanding	scientist,	a	
brillant	mind...	He	travels	all	over	the	world	collecting	the	plants	we	need.	And	it	is	quite	
amazing,	he	knows	a	dozen	languages.	And	I	must	say,	he	is	very	sympathetic	to	the	work	we	
are	doing.(2)	 

 
PLANT 18 
Location –  Lat: 60.188623      Long 
24.819639       H: -0.468628 
Bird reserve, 3,5 steps before (towards 
west) dead birch trunk on the left (closest to 
path), half meter from pathway towards 
water. Opposite the path is another birch 
trunk. 
Evolution:  

- Nov. 1, 2017: tiny branches, alive 
- April 11, 2018: very much alive, 

surprisingly, observing the location. 
Remember last time a 70+ aged 
female cyclist stopped her bike, 
asking what I was looking for. I 
explained…  

OBJECT -  
GoldSilverAronia Babe Ratio-based 
Measuring of full roundness 
 
 
 

PLANT 19 
Location 60.185294      24.815066       14.489746  
Tekniikantie 17, parking lot next to trees, 
between lot nr. 15 and 16, 2m from 15, 1m 
in greens 
Evolution:  

- May 18, 2016: bigger plant looks 
quite dry. Not too vibrant. Plants 
growing fast around. 1 half is dead. 
XX, 2016: cut by campus green 
management. Still, sign of life. 

- Nov. 1, 2017: although main biggest 
branch heavily damaged, still 
carrying berries. Picture taken in 
front of nose of Tesla car. Also young 
strong branches coming 

- April 11, 2018 – have to look at 
photo again. Forgot to write down 
here and now observations. 

OBJECT 
GoldSilverAronia Babe Ratio-based 
Measuring of full roundness 

 
 
 
 
 



PLANT 20 
Location - 60.182841      24.815918       -149.401398 
Behind horsestable, at edge of highway. 
Evolution:  
May 18, 2016: - small and well, but surrounded by fast growing 'unIDfied plants and some 
nettles. 
Aug 10, 2016: ok 
Nov.1, 2017: observing that plant cut down together with the other weedy plants and nettles. 
Probably in summer, highway? 
OBJECT 
GoldSilverAronia Babe Ratio-based Measuring of full roundness 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------- 
Key components 
Aronia m. Baroa belaobara 
Aroniathon poster – wrapped, in black 
Petri dish and eppendorfer tube with > Aronia symbionts - pigments (Aronia Turner) 
Turner print 
Aronia flag (New aronia) on stick 
Aronia triangles 
Aronia ceramix 
 
To print still:  

- This text 
- Otaronia map 
- Goldsilver ratio aronia 

 
Key story line: 
Where does aronia come from 
Which soil?  
 
Objects 
Flag 
Petri dish 
Prints / iPad 
Radio Shack + iPhone + sound files aronia 
 


